Abstract. A spinor representation for the conformai group of the real orthogonal space /tM is given. First, the real orthogonal space RM is compactified by adjoining a (closed) isotropic cone at infinity. Then the nonlinear conformai transformations are linearized by regarding the conformai group as a factor group of a larger orthogonal group. Finally, the spin covering group of this larger orthogonal group is realized in the Clifford algebra Rx +f containing the Clifford algebra RpJt on the orthogonal space Rp,q. Explicit formulas for orthogonal transformations, translations, dilatations and special conformai transformations are given in Clifford language.
Introduction. We consider the real orthogonal space Rpq with the quadratic form xx + x2 + • • +xp -xp+x -• ■ • -xp+q, and construct a Clifford algebraic realization for the conformai group of Rp,g.
The following notations and facts are needed; for further details on Clifford algebras one may consult Chevalley [2] , Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro [1] or Karoubi [4] . The universal Clifford algebra on R** is denoted by Rpq and the subspace of ¿-vectors by R^^.
By universality, the map x -> -x in X = R^^ is uniquely extended to an automorphism s -* s and an antiautomorphism s -> s ~ of Rj,q. Define the groups Pin(p, q) = [s G Rpq\s~s = ± 1, and for all x G X also sxs~x G X), Spin(/7, q) = Ä W n Pin(/;, q), For the conformai group of Rpq we need a larger algebra: the Clifford algebra R\+P,q-Consider X = Ä^ as a subspace of Rx+P¡q formed by deleting from the canonical basis e0, ex, e2, . . ., ep+q of Rx+P>q a vector e0, e\ = 1. The involution s->eQXse0 of Rx+Pyg induces an interesting Z2-grading of Rx+P,q: it fixes the subalgebra Rj,q. Provide the subspace W = Rx+P¡q + RX+Piq with the quadratic form w^>w~w making W isomorphic to the orthogonal space R1+1'1+p. Every element of the special orthogonal group SOc(p, q) of W can be represented in the form w -»• sws ~ ' where s belongs to the group Spinc(/>, q) = {s E Rx+Pyq\s~s = ± 1, and for all w E W also sws~x E W).
Since the map w -^> -w in W is a hyperplane reflection, we have a representation for the orthogonal group Oc(p, q) of W and also for its two-fold covering group Pinc(^, q). It will be seen that Pinc(p, q) is a four-fold (or double two-fold) covering group of the conformai group of Rpq.
1. Conformai transformations. The real orthogonal space R** can be compactified by adjoining a (closed) isotropic cone at infinity. This compactification, called the Möbius space, is homeomorphic to (Sp X Sq)/Z2 and also to the real projective quadric fx(Rp+x'q+x) (see Porteous [7] and for a detailed description of the case p = 1, Segal [8] ). The Möbius group acting on the Möbius space consists of sphere preserving transformations; it is generated by sphere inversions (which may look like hyperplane reflections in the underlying orthogonal space). The sphere preserving maps are also angle preserving and, excluding the low dimensional exceptions, they are the only angle preserving maps, see e.g. Haantjes [3] .
In the orthogonal space X the notions x2 = <x, x> and x_1 = x(l/x2) if x2 ^ 0 are not symbolic abbreviations but well defined in the Clifford algebra. In the Möbius space X which contains X the inversion x -> x ~x of the unit sphere interchanges the isotropic cone at the origin and the isotropic cone at infinity.
The conformai group is a two-component group or a four-component group according as pq is even or odd. Every element in the identity component of the conformai group is a composition of one rotation, one translation, one dilatation and one special conformai transformation; so the maps x^> tx, t E SO + (p,q),
generate the identity component of the conformai group. The special conformai transformation x -» (x_1 + a)~l can be written in the form
where the scalar \(x) = (o(x)yx is the local magnification factor. This special conformai transformation is singular when o(x) = 0, i.e. in the cone (x + a ~ ')2 = 0 if a2 i= 0, and in the hyperplane {a, x) = -\ if a2 = 0.
2. Conformai Lie algebra. The differential operators corresponding to rotations, translations, dilatations and special conformai transformations satisfy the commutation relations 
It is well known that the rotation generators Mi} = x¡d/dxJ -Xjo/ox' can be realized as bivectors \e¡ej ™|««. In order to obtain Clifford algebraic realizations for P¡, D and K¡ we need a larger algebra: the Clifford algebra R\+p^-Form the vector space V = \(l + c0)/?p°9 + R^^. Its bivector space \(l + e^Rj + Rp2^ is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the affine orthogonal group. The generators of rotations and translations can be realized as follows:
My ^X2eip P,, <-> -{ ( 1 + e0)e,.
Similarly, the orthogonal space W = Rx+P,q + Ri+P,q has the bivector space Rl+Ptq + Rx+Ptq-As a Lie algebra, this bivector space is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the conformai group. We find that the commutation relations (*) are satisfied by the elements given in Table 1 .
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Pi -ïO + eok Here the angular momentum operator Mtj and the spin operator \ei} act in opposite directions-a consequence of the fact that only the total angular momentum is a constant of motion. □ 3. Covering group of conformai group. We shall construct a set T and a map w: X -» T so that conformai transformations / of X can be represented as maps w(x) -» w(f(x))o(x) = jw(x)5_1 possibly followed by a map w->-w. Here the scalar X(x) = (o(x))~x is the local magnification factor.
Consider first translations x -» x + y,y G X. Then we have s = expQO + e0)y) = 1 +¿(1 + e0)y. Obviously T is not a vector subspace of W = Ri°+P¡q + R\+P,q but T is an affine subspace. An element m' = w(x) in W is isotropic for all x G X, i.e. w~w = 0. Since the Möbius space X is homeomorphic to fx(Rp't'x'9+x), we can identify X with the set of the equivalence classes {wo\o E R}, w E W, w^o, w~w = 0, where Ä consists of the nonzero real numbers, and let the conformai group G(p, q) of X act on this set. Theorem 1. Every conformai transformation f of X can be written in the form
where s E Spinc(/>, q).
Proof. We list explicit formulas for a sufficient set of generating conformai transformations.
Rotations, x -> tx, t = exp(A), í = exp( -j^'e^).
jw(x)í-1 = \(l + e0)x2 + sxs~x +\(l -e0) = w(tx).
Translations, x -> x + y, s = exp(|(l + e0)y) ■» 1 + |(I + e0)y.
sw(x)3~x =\(l + e0)(x2 + 2<x,y> + y2) + x + y +\(l -e0) = w(x + y).
Dilatations, x -» x\, X = exp(ij), s = exp(5e0Tj).
when o(x) ¥= 0.
Inversion, x -» -x_1 (x2 ¥= 0). The map w(x) -* jw(jc)j_1 has the following geometric interpretation. First, the image set of the map x -» w(x) is the intersection of the hyperplane T and the isotropic cone in W. In rotations and translations this set is mapped onto itself. In a dilatation x-»x\we have w(x) -» w(xX)o and T is moved to 7b. In a special conformai transformation x-*(x~x + a)-1 the hyperplane T is tilted so that it becomes perpendicular to the vector w(a ~ ') while the point w(0) is kept fixed.
It is interesting to have a general formula for the reciprocal o(x) of the local magnification factor \(x). Denote u+ = (ü)~ and e =\(l -e¿). 
